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CONDUCTS OPINION
OF 6-4-4 PLAN

t adoption of the new 6-4-4 educational plan by the
The I'ejc'e"fied school District has led to a great deal of varied
jpckton
bout the local campus. The new system will directly
iicussi°n ^ollege 0f the Pacific and the Stockton Junior College
ffect the
^ College wni be made a four-year institution.
Jce the J
^ which was adopted after an extensive survey of
The new ^ sch'ool SyStem where it is already in use, calls for six
Pasade"ementary school, four years of high school, and four
ofiunioreoUege.JThe ^or
will be housed in new build? be constructed on the land
Le .y north of the college.

On 6-4-4 Plan

Students Give Bangor's Gain Will Be Our Loss
Eighth Recital When Hopkins Leaves in June
Monday Night New Position Will Be the Result

'The most important thing about
. . .
-1
A.
_ . « I 4 n l
f n o The eighth
student
recital, fea
the 6-4-4 plan," Dean Corson began
turing
Ruth
Asay,
Alice
Blayney,
earnestly, "is that students will have
According to the general trend of campus opinion expressed dur
an opportunity to start planning on Ruth Gwin, Anita Harris, Lesbia
ing
the past week, it will evidently be Pacific's loss and Bangor s
Malatesta,
Joy
Ruf,
and
Judith
a four-year basis at the beginning
giin when Dr. C. Howard Hopkins leaves here at the close of the
of the eleventh year, either to go on Queen, will be held in the auditori
present semester to take up his new duties as Professor of Chuich
to a university or for terminal um on Monday evening at 8:15
History at Bangor Theological Seminary, Bangor, Maine.
work." He was referring to the plan o'clock.
Dr Hopkins may be distinguished as that tall, distinguishedThe programme consists of
recently adopted by Stockton school
Beethoven Ioo£g professor w„o
^
to have grammar school made up Sonata, Op. 14, No. 1
Allegro
of the first six grades, high school
filled his classes he is also noted
Allegretto
composed of the seventh, eighth,
for his droll sense of humor and his
Allegro
Commodo
and first two years of high school,
ability to maintain a straight face
Miss Malatesta, Piano
and jpnior college to include the
while cracking a joke even .after
Gothic
Suite
Boellmann
Professor E. S. Betz: "Good idea. last two years of high school as well
years
of teaching.
Choral—Menuet Gothique—Priere
)clieve that the opportunities here as the present junior college.
"La Giaconda," next Studio The STUDENT LEADER
a
Notre
Dame—Toccata
Stockton will be greater for the PERSONAL ADVANTAGE
During his years at Pacific as As
atre production has been postponed
Miss Blayney, Organ
jividual who wants to complete
Dean Corson pointed out that
until Thursday and Friday nights of sociate Professor of Bible and Relig
Etude
en
Forme
Arabesque
education. However, it will de- students would derive a most per
Leschetizky April 27th and 28th. Barbara Bax- ious Education for the senior col
id largely on the buildings that sonal advantage from the plan, in
lege, Chairman of the Stockton Jun
The
Little
White
Donkey
. Ibert ley, lead in the play, has been ill
It will also making a smooth and normal trans
lst be constructed.
this past week and unable to at ior College Division of Social Scien
Miss Ruf, Piano
ing many new problems of ad- ition from high school to junior col
ces, and counselor for students in
Deh
Viens,
non
Tardar
(from
Le
tend
rehearsals.
nistration that will have to be lege, with no apparent break in
the social sciences and religious
Gabriel D'Annunzio is the author
Nozze di Figaro)
Mozart
irked out, especially concerning rules and program. The younger
of the play which was written es activities, Dr. Hopkins has gained
Fruhlingsglaube
Schubert
ident government. We will have students will easily acquire an older
popularity as a leader in stu
Curran pecially for the great actress, Eldecide whether or not to keep attitude, and twelfth graders will be Rain
dent activities and a sponsor for stu
eanora
Duse.
It
is
about
a
woman
Love
is
the
Wind
Mitchell
. student body together. Student given as free a rein as any junior
whose hands are her only appeal dent organizations.
Miss Asay, Vocal
dy leadership will be more impor- college student.
He has been a joint sponsor of the
ing beauty. The play is directed by
Jean
Williams
at
the
Piano
lt than ever in order to coordinAlso, many students leave highMeeting of the Crossways, a student
Allegretto Vivace from Sonata, Op. Jan Wiman.
, the activities of the schools.
school now lacking only one credit
Tickets are now on sale in the interfaith group started by the
31, No. 3
Beethoven
Mr. Hollis Hayward: "If it results for graduation. If the new plan
S.C.A., and has been unofficial ad
Glinka-Balakirev Little Theatre Box Office or may
more people getting a college de- were in operation these unlucky The Lark
viser to such student organizations
be
purchased
on
the
nights
of
the
Miss Harris, Piano
ee, I am in favor of it, but if it high-school seniors could take more
performances. The curtain will be as the Public Affairs Discussion
iesn't, I'm not so sure. After all, junior college courses, or more Concertino for Flute, Op. 107 . .
Group. For several years he has
Chaminade at 8:00 sharp.
,e plan doesn't really matter as twelfth grade work, as they desire,
also been a member of the faculty
Miss Gwin, Flute
ng as people get an education, always working toward a degree.
Cooperative Board, which supervis
Allan Bacon at the Piano
owever, it should work out, since LOOKING AHEAD
es the Coop House, and for some
Prelude in E minor . . MacDowell
e present cooperative system beThe dean then explained in detail
time has served on the S.C.A. board,
Grieg
reen the College of the Pacific and how the plan was looking to the fu Nocturne
(See BANGOR GAINS, p. 4, col. 5)
Gavotte
et
Musette
D'Albert
e Stockton Junior College has ture, in reference to the probable
The first of several coming chang
Miss Queen, Piano
jrked as well as it has."
job shortage after the war. If the
es in the College of the Pacific li
Pearl Steiner: "Very excellent aftermath of World War One is any
brary will be inaugurated next Mon
ea, because it helps make the gauge, the shortage will force the
day, April 17, when the loaning of
insition from childhood to matur- employment age up, and since the
all books, including all reserve
t easier. It will also offer more 6-4-4 plan will have elaborate vocat
books, will be moved to the down
portunities, especially social, that ional porvisions, it will be the ans
stairs desk, Miss Monreo Potts, act
If any student wants a copy of the
e now neglected under the 8-4-2 wer to many student's puzzled
ing librarian, announced this week. courses and schedules of the two
an. The new junior college will "What to do?"
The College of the Pacific and the
"Rigoletto," by Verdi, will be pre
summer sessions to be held at Pa
dp to bridge the gap between high MANY PROBLEMS
Junior
College reserve books are cific, he may get them at the office
sented at the Stockton High School
hool and college."
However, Dean Corson concluded Auditorium on Sunday afternoon, to be combined and shelved in the of Education, from Dr. Jantzen.
Jane Skinner: "It will drag down "there are plenty of problems in
present senior college reserve room.
These schedules are also being post
April 23rd, at 2:30 p.m. by Arturo
« standards of the college more, connection with the plan. There is
No student will be admitted to this
Casiglia and his Pacific Opera Com
ed on various bulletin boards.
iclflc would be better off if it could the question of the student relation
room, Miss Potts stated, but the
The first summer session is to be
pany.
ire a four-year institution with ships, extra-curricular activities
books will be charged out for the
The star of the performance will
held from June 26 to July 28, and
gher entrance requirements."
and all the programs carried on by no doubt be Lina Gastoni who will usual one-hour period. A catalogue the second to be held from July 31
Dr. Howard Hopkins: "It will u»- the school."
of the reserve books will be avail
sing the part of Gilda. Miss Gastoni
to September 1. A maximum of six
•ubtedly work out. The main valis a 20-year-old soprano from San able at the downstairs desk.
and one-half credits may be earned.
however, will lie, not so much in
Francisco who won praises from STACKS SAME
The courses will be upper division
As in the past, only Juniors and
Plan itself, but in the way in
critics for her performance in this
work, but any qualified lower di
Seniors will be admitted to the
it is administered and in the
role with the San Carlo Company
vision students may enroll to com
Peration shown in working it
stacks. The procedure for Junior
March lst in the San Francisco Op
plete lower division requirements
College students obtaining stack
if such students are unable to
era House.
ack Sullivan: "Good idea. When
books will also be the same, except
The other stellar performers and
attend the regular 16-week ses
(See LIBRARY, page 5, col. 2)
Id is younger, he does not appre(See "RIGOLETTO," page 2, col. 4)
sion. This applies to sophomores
• his studies as much as he does
The Associated Women Students
in particular. They should confer
" on. Thus it is a better plan to
of the College of the Pacific pre
with Dr. Jantzen regarding their
a® elementary school shorter and
sented a number of skits depict
individual needs. More detailed in
'or college longer."
ing the highlights of the life of the
formation may be had when the
k>n Westover: "I don't think it is
C.O.P. coeds of 1890, of 1917, and of
complete bulletin returns from the
Under
Chairman
Jean
McCloud,
°°d idea. It will cut down the
The California Student' Teachers'
1944 at last week's assembly.
every Thursday, 11:00 to 4:30, is set printer. Upper and lower division
dards and lower the reputation
Association will have as its guest
"GAY NINETIES"
aside for the sale of bonds and students will, of course, pay the
college. It will also take away
A string trio composed of Phyllis speaker Andrew P. Hill, Superin stamps at the bond booth, spon same fee.
' °f the traditions of high school
Magnuson, Donna Perrot, and Eliz tendent of the Stockton Schools, at sored by the Associated Women
which most children look forabeth
Crane introduced the "Gay its meeting on Wednesday, April Students, in the main hall of the
d."
Ninety" era; then four girls, La- 26th, at 7:30 p.m. in the S.C.A. build Administration Building.
knee Arbios: "A good idea, and
verne
Carpenter, Mildred Naiman ing.
lething that should have been
The topic of Mr. Hill's speech is VOLUNTEERS
Jeannette Morrison, and Ad Lois
The girls who work in the booth
' ^"4 SURVEY, page 2, col. 5)
May 11th has been the date
not
known, but he is to emphasize
Myers, garbed in black knee-length
during the day do so voluntarily.
set for the fifteenth
annual
teaching
as
an
essential
war
serv
bathing suits danced and sang to
They give their free hours at the
Band Frolic according to
ice, stressing the fields
in which
the tune of "By the Sea."
beginning of the semester and the
Dean Elliot. The program will
A short skit, illustrating the life teachers are needed.
freshman secretaries of the A. W. S.
consist of a few numbers
The
program
is
under
the
direc
1
Tuiiy Knoles left for Kan- of the Pacific woman before the wo tion of Eleanor Williams and Vana- call the girls in pairs; then shift
from the band under the di
City, Kansas to attend the gen- men's and men's colleges were unit
changing every hour. The freshman
rection of Professor R. E.
deane
Carroll;
Elvera
Giorgi,
Presi
conference of the Methodist ed, was given. The characters were dent of the local chapter, will pre secretaries in charge are Joyce HorGordon, and also of numbers
rch- Last June, while attending played by June Wilde, Betty McKee,
rall, Pat Corwin, and Marjorie Defrom the various college
side at the meeting.
annual conference at C.O.P., he Shirley Reid and Frankie Crozier.
witt.
groups—sororities, Navy and
All
students
interested
in
teach
To promote the sale of stamps,
elected as a delegate for the These girls also portrayed World ing are invited. A special invitation
Marine Barracks, and the fra
r °f 1944. He was also elected in War I students and then modern
thermometer charts show the per
Is extended to freshmen and sopho
ternity.
Pacific coeds.
centage progress of each living
Vears '28, -32, '36, and 1939.
mores who are considering teachEleanor Williams. Shirley Lamb.
(See BOND BOOTH, page 4, col. 3)
* expects to return to Stockton
(See LIFE of COEDS, p. 5, col. ;) ing as a profession.
"ay 3.

UlON SURVEY
4 general survey of opinion of
Plan, conducted last week
e pacific Weekly, indicates
I, both students and teachers are
f - of the problems that the new
rl wm inaugurate but that for
Uost part, they are in favor of
However, those who were not in
r 0f the new plan were very
[nounced in their disapproval.
Ue following were some of the
inions expressed during the sur-

Ot His Specialized Training

Li
L

GIACONDA
POSTPONED

Library Inaugurates
New Changes

'Rigoletto" Will Be
Presented April 23
By Opera Company

Schedule Posted
For Summer Session

AWS Presents
Life of Coeds
At Assembly

Supt. Hill to Speak AWS Bond Booth
Sets Weekly Goal
On Teaching

Date Set!

noles Notes
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Pcxujficit&L

Semper Fidelis
By DON WESTOVER
The latest episode of the '-Black
Hole of Calcutta" in Barracks "C
is terminating, stall three, Into an
other Grand Central Station. So far
this latest Incident can't kbe clearly
explained unless it Is a question of
whether cherry-pie is In season, as
Bill McDuffy claims, or is it still too
early in the year? By the way Mac,
are you or aren't you engaged?
The Marine Corps League of
Stockton experienced a new social
redemption a week ago Wednesday
night. Under the guidance of "Com
mandant" Mike Connolly, student
Marines from the college took over
the meeting and entertained the
league member. While refreshments
were being served Joe Aimar and
Sonny French
his accordion serenaded with the
"Twelfth Street Rag." During the
course of the meeting, business was
Graduated last Saturday from
formulated for social events twice
Stockton Field as full-fledged pilots
a month, for the benefit of all Ma
of the Army Air Force were Sonny
rines, by the league. April 30th will
French, Bob Fawcett, Ralph Netzcr,
initiate this unlimited season of en
and Wayne Fender. Russ Gibeson,
tertainment. Credit is due to John
Kenny Robertson, and Gayle Ross
McNamara and Fred Fry for their
were also in the same class at Chico.
skit and song combination, and
Notice of their new stations has not
Eob Thomas at the piano and Har
yet been received.
ry Morse with his guitar creating
Boogie-Woogie.
Lt. (jg) Walter M. Genuit, who is
Invitations are being sent week
ly to inactive members here at C. now serving in New Guinea with a
O.P. How about it fellows? Let's bombardment squadron of the 5th
all participate at the next meeting. Air Force, was recently awarded the
Confusion reigned last Friday Air Medal "for meritorious achieve
when the Weekly came out. In the ment" in operations in which, the
column, Off Mike, a statement was citation stated, he demonstrated
issued to the discrimination of a outstanding ability, courage, and de
certain M. L., we would like to votion to duty.
Walter has participated in over
know to what M. L. it pertained.
According to the room schedule 100 hours of operational flight miss
there are two M. L.'s roosting in ions in the Southwest Pacific area
during which hostile contact was
the top of Barracks "C".
Barracks "C's" small, but gigan probable and expected. These oper
tic, Softball team has started the ations included bombing missions
intramural season with a bang. So against enemy airdomes and install
(See Semper Fidelis, page 4, col. 2)

Hunefeld Sees
COP Sticker On
Jeep at Battlefront
"I can remember a sweltering
day, dusty roads that warm rain
could quickly curdle to thick mud.
and myself in big field shoes and
tight khaki shorts chasing a jeep
with a C. O. P. sticker down a jun
gle trail .. "
The above is an excerpt from a
letter from Ensign W. S. Hunefleld,
Jr. now in New Caledonia. Sound
ing a little homesick, Bill speaks of
the thrill of seeing a C. O. P. sticker
"way out there", but states that the
crossroads of the war is truly there
for he has met Eugene Wilson, Tre
vor Griffith. Pat Dunlap, Joe Kegler, George Mohler, Harvey Mullins,
Bob Jennings, Wilfred Traphagen,
and Dick Hyashi. He said that
"Dick was the first friend I met
here, and I came out here to fight
Japs, too." Ironical, isn't it?
Bill for the past seven months
has been doing staff work with the
Commander of the Service Squad
ron. He spoke of the numerous ad
mirals and captains around, and
laughingly remarked on the amount
of ice a "lowly ensign oould cut!"
After mentioning some of Pac
ific's people and Pacific's accomp
lishments, Bill questioned, "On the
grid or on the battlefield, C. O. P.
is certainly doing herself proud,
isn't she?" and Pacific thanks you,
Bill. Incidently, that jeep Bill spoke
of was one bought by the French
class here.

Kegler W r i t e s
From Pacific

In a recent letter to Dean Corson,
ations and attacks on naval vessels
Joe Kegler, in the South Pacific,
and shipping.
wrote that he likes his job, and in
Lt. Thomas Connolly, former a few weeks will be in charge of
Stockton Junior College professor his own ship. He says in part, "This
in Business Administration, Econ duty has many advantages—being
omics, and Social Science, was back your own boss, having a chance to
at Pacific last week for a brief vis get around and see different places,
it. He is now a personnel officer at a small and good bunch of men to
Luke Field, Arizona, and has put work with, good food, fairly decent
in for overseas duty.
living quarters and several other
things to outweigh the other side of
Weldon West, last year's chair the scale. One doesn't appreciate
man of the Student Affairs Com: the size of the job out here or the
mittee, is now attending Harvard effort expended to make it a suc
Medical School. In a recent card to cess until he sees things with his
Dean James Corson he stated that own eyes and talks to others who
he is enjoying his work very much. have been in the thick of things.
One thing we miss aboard ship is
Allan Breed, veteran Pacific de exercise. A bunch of us had a
bater and active leader in student touch football game the other day
activities, is still on duty with the but these coral beaches are pretty
Marines in the South Pacific. He hard to play on—too easy to fall
has evidently been right in the down and get cuts and it takes a
midst of things out there and has long time for even a small cut to
been reported wounded at least heal."
once and laid up with other ail
Joe continued that he is going to
ments.
like his duty largely because of the
chance to do some serious thinking
and good reading, saying he "finds
it a good opportunity to be away
from normal college and home life,
and objectively survey the things he
has and hasn't done, and planning
a more solid pattern of life for him
self and for those dear to him."

Day of Retreat for
Pacific Students

Ralph Netzer

She's A Wave!

Marion Keith, regional. secretary
of the YWCA, is again visiting Pa
cific, and her visit this time is to
be welcomed by a day of "retreat"
and rest by approximately fifty stu
dents and faculty members at Dad's
Point.
The days activities will consist of
recreation, food, and discussion. The
schedule is as follows: 10:00 a.m.
to 11:30, a discussion on the evalu
ation of the S.C.A. and the redefi
nition of the purposes of the organi
zation. 11:30 to 1:00, lunch, The
lunch will be provided. 1:00 to 3:00,
recreation. These hours are entirely
free time and one may loaf as he
chooses. 3:00 to 4:30. a discussion
to set the S.C.A. goals for 1944 and
1945. 4:30 to 5:00, worship. 5:00 to
6:30, supper. The chairman of the
entire days activities is Jean Nance,
and the chairman of the discussion
periods is Beje Walker. Miss Lor
raine Knoles and Rev. Don Lattimer will attend as members of the
advisory board. The students who
will be in charge of the discussions
are Ruth Grodeon, Pauline Robin
son, Edith Grider, Mildred Eachus,
Mary Jane Ryland, Winona Barber,
George Brandon, and Vara Free
man.
Ruth O'Neil and Pug Dabritz will
be in charge of the worship serv
ice. The meals will be supervised
by Penny Kurtzweil, with separate
committees working.

By JOE WILLIAMSON

It was like a shot in the
a lot of the third termers
here—seeing Vic Lagorio and v,
Preszler, former trainees at p.
parading about the campus in
d>
new Ensign's uniforms, this \
n
You see, it can happen!
prr

TILLERS OF THE SOIL
According to advanced re
farmer Dudley Wolford's first«
of radishes ought to be ready a
day now. Dud's "upper fon,
where his produce is being
is situated on the window ledge
his room in section four. Being p#
good farmer, Wolford is rotat
atii
his crops—radishes then carrots.
And, diagonally across from 4
Wolford vegetable garden, on 4
window ledge of Room 107,
the
Pinky Lanzit's avocadoes. The ijXs?
is that the seeds, half submerged
water as they are, should sprout aAi£:
grow into avocado trees. Mavi H
when we are all Admirals, Laai
will have us around for an avotaj (J A
salad.
UP
kit

Bit!

AND FROM NORTHWESTERS &•
Letters are flying back to PaeilL K
thick and fast from former traiw ;;at Pacific, now in Midshipman Se 1 of
hool. We've quoted several of th
from Plattsburg and Columbia, 1
this one is the first
from N01
western. It was written by
Penhale to Reg Peacock. We quo f •;
parts: "Believe me, this is the
deal anyone could get into. Ate
!b
what we've been living in (at A*
bury Park Pre-midshipman Schw
this is a luxury. Our food is peri#
and we're fed like civilians and
have all we can hold ....Sinai, Mack
Ceccarelli,and Myself are the
ones of the C.O.P. draft to go
Northwestern. Ogden, Furbush, ad
Olson are still at Ashbury waith*
to go to Columbia ....Tom Clark,®
Marine, is also here .... All you fell*
should study to prepare yourseM
in blinker, semaphore, and sok
pertinent information in the BJJI
such as Knots and Splices,
boats, and things such as that P"
taining to seamanship."
SCRATCHY WINGS
One guy's idea of a lousy datc
the sweet young thing who warto know whose name is on the od*
side of your identification braced
and is she a blonde? That gals
twin sister of the wench who hr0"
her engagement to a guy in the
Corps and wed a supply officer
cause the wings the pilot gave
scratched so many people's ha"®

6-4-4 Survey

(Continued from page 1)
done long ago. It will njake the c
riculum more interesting. Howe*
it is going to be difficult to
out because it is very different
should be of particular interest ^
(Continued from page 1)
their roles are Rudolph Hoyos as those who are planning to be tea
Rigoletto, the title role; Salvatore ers."
id*
John Snook: "Not a good
Messina as the Duke of Mantua;
hif1
because
most
kids
go
out
of
Charles Goodwin as Sparafucile; uccauac
and Lorraine Calcagno as Madda- school without planning on
to junior college. It would inte ^
lena.
Participating also in the opera the normal high school course

"Rigoletto"

WeUemeyer Leaves
For Boot Training

Junior College last semester and
while she was here participated in
the Pacific Little Theatre and was
active in her sorority, Tau Kappa
Kappa. Her home is in Patterson.
Sunday, April 16, Ruth Wellemey- California.
er, one of Pacific's better-known
With this move Ruthie leaves be
blonde bombshells climbed aboard hind her many well-wishing friends
a train in San Francisco and left who will miss her undisciplined wa
for WAVE boot training at Hunter ter colors and interpretive dancing.
College, Long Island, New York.
GOOD LUCK, RUTHIE WELLERuth graduated from Stockton MEYER!

will be ballet dancers from the Hel
en Moore Roberts' Studio. A full
orchestra will be assembled for the
performance, some of the players of
the San Francisco Symphony Or
chestra participating w i t h t h e
Stockton Symphony Orchestra. A

chorus, trained by Casiglia,
round out this tuneful presents^
Tickets are now on sale at
Fuhrman Music Store for $1-75
downstairs seats and $1.50 for

ronv seats.
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riGERS FACE ALL STAR LINE UP
McClellan Field Get Tiger Speedsters Will Meet
Nod Over Tigers At Bears in Berkeley Tomorrow
Sac'to Tomorrow
Football

TnmnrroW
Tomorrow flftftrnoon
afternoon at 2:00 p
p.m.
in Berkeley the Tiger tracksters will
meet what will probably be their
toughest opponents of the season
By JACK SULLIVAN
The Tigers run up against their
By CHARLIE COOKE
the Cal Bears.
toughest opposition to date when
The Berkeleyans have had one
Three weeks of football and the
they tangle with the powerful Mc
and one down, and that's the way the records stand for
meet this season, a time trial af
boys
are
still
going
at
it.
Steady
Clellan Field nine tomorrow in Sac
r-oP Tigers, but tomorrow the home boys are stepping into
fair last week, in which neighbor
ramento. The Soldier all star line improvement has been the highlight
l ss as they face the powerful McClellan Field Soldiers. Just
ing servicemen, and the Olympic
of
this
year's
Spring
session.
Al
C gander at the top part of the Soldier batting order: Dillinger, up is already a proven quantity as
Club
participated. In this meet Cal s
they walloped Joe Hatten and his though they are a long way off
•3 micK, Priddy, Judnich and Lodigani. Taking Stockton Hi 2-1
experienced men showed their
from
the
squad
that
romped
the
01 cinch, but tangling with big leaguers, that's a horse of a dif- Receiving Station mates Monday,
gridiron for the Orange and Black worth, and it is those experienced
3 color. This corner will stick its neck out and predict a Mc- 18-3, garnering but 22 hits.
runners who give Cal its strength.
The Bengals will find themselves in '43, the conscientious boys are
Pacific's team is a green one, which
%vjn by six runs, but our boys are just getting into stride
having
the
time
of
their
lives.
Even
with big league opposition when
accounts for Coach Jackson s dark
will fare a l°t better when the two teams meet in Stockton. Priddy, McCormick, Judnich, Lodi Coach Stagg is enjoying it.
outlook on tomorrow's encounter.
The other day we strolled over
gani, and Dillinger take the field,
last time the Lodi All Stars invaded Jerk Junction, which but should hold their own with ei to the field to watch the Staggmen But, according to the mentor, if
t ntally is the Tiger practice field, they sneaked away with a ther John McCall or Palmer Kala- work out, and this is what we saw: his boys in orange and black show
the same spark they showed last
Jin besting Palmer Kalajian's two-hit effort. Next Tuesday the jian on the mound.
The team lined up in punt forma
Saturday the meet is liable to go
"teams meet at Oak Park, and this time Siemering's Sluggers
The college lineup will probably tion with huge Moon Muenter in the
into the Tiger's pocket.
,, waltz away with an easy
'
110
nis team losing a close match to remain the same as the one that tailback slot and Ed Fennelly over
Cal shows the most strength in
the
ball.
Muenter
was
kicking
them
whipped
Stockton
high
school
last
Bob Seymour, 5-7, 6-1, 7-5.
the dashes, weights, and middle dis
far
and
high,
giving
the
linemen
Pick up any more yarns like that Saturday, 2-1, McCall allowing but
tances. Pacific has at least one good
eorge Druliner, Number 1 man Mr. Druliner and we'll be drafting two scattered hits. Frank Donahue, time to get down underneath the
man in each of these events to
ball
and
make
their
tackle.
The
ihe tennis team, who is doing a you for the Sports Staff.
C.O.P. third sacker. led the hitting
match the Bears' best. Ben Silva
linemen, however, had more time
job of coaching the
with a brace of doubles, the first
ty good
in the dashes, Coast in the middle
decided to turn reporter last
inning which than they needed, so they waited
Joe Williamson reports that last coming in the first
distances, and Frank Domenichim
V as the Bengal racket wielders week's Pacific track times don't showed the Tigers scoring both of for the safetyman to catch the ball
and Don Lutz in the weights have,
and
then
they
let
him
have
it.
This
ly defeated Hammer Field. Dru- mean a thing in comparison to those their runs off of four hits and a
each turned in upper bracket times
r has also been doubling as Pub- turned in by the University of Cali walk. The Tarzan's lone run was is a very nice bit of Hari-Kiri on
and distances in their events.
y Agent for the team and decid- fornia against the Olympic Club unearned following a walk and an the part of Hon. Safetyman. If you
Service men from the bay area
0 put his talents to work as he and local service men. "You can't error by Mark Litchman, Sailor think we're kidding, ask Roland
and the Olympic Club will compete
Smith,
Andy
Boho,
Pohl,
or
any
Lt. Colonel Winston Kratz, who forget that we were running against short stop in the seventh.
in this meet too. but not for points;
stationed in England and par- a stiff wind," says Joe, "and another
C.O.P.'s next home game will be of the future ball toters.
the meet is going to be strictly a
The other day Smith ran up
>ated in raids over Germany. Lt. thing to be considered is that C.O.P. against the Lodi All Stars at Oak
dual affair.
Kratz was attached to a Mo- track is a lot slower than Cal's." Park, who eked out a 2-1 over the against these fellows while fielding
Coach Jackson is planning on tak
ito squadron which had the sole Take it from a trackster who knows Collegians in a pre-season practice a punt. He grabbed the ball and
ing about twenty-two men to Ed
started off to his right when he ran
of trying to keep injured ene- gents. The Bengals are liable to up game.
wards Field tomorrow. He will de
into Wheeler and his gang, then
planes from landing at their set the apple cart when they face
cide definitely on who shall make
le port. He is now training avia- the Bears tomorrow.
the right field wall—'Twas a real making the move that any experi
the trip after tonight's workout.
*
»
*
1 cadets in the rudiments of
thrill to watch Ben Silva pull away enced ball packer would make, he
ht flying and does most of his CLUB HOUSE CHATTER
in the 100-yard dash last Saturday. reversed his field and started to his
ng in a P-61, the new Black
Big John McCall, who did a pretty Ben ought to give these Californians left—That's all brother. The thun
iow Fighter.
good job turning in a two-hitter a rough hustle tomorrow—It seems dering herd caught him right in his
against Stockton high school last that the Tiger baseball team has tracks and by the time they picked
Wednesday's scheduled
he Colonel is also one Soldier
week, gave the kiddies quite a thrill gathered quite a following in their him up he was a good 100 yards
game between Pacific and
) believes in athletics as he was
Shumaker Field was cancelled
in batting practice belting one over practice sessions out at the Stock from where they first tackled him
ember of the Hammer Field tenton State Hospital. There is quite Coach Stagg smiled, the linemen
because of rain. The game
a contingent of the "inmates" who grinned and Smitty got up and
will be played at a later date.
are of the opinion that they are shook it off—nice going Smitty!
watching no less than the New
(See SPORTS LOG, p. 4, col. 3)

SPORTS LOG

Baseball

Fox California

Logan's
DISTINCTIVE
PORTRAITURE
SINCE 1896

Now Showing

20 Nt San Joajuin
Phone 2-2148

"What A Man"

_J

Tigers Beat Modesto

Bill Lunt

Mabs White

On Pacific Avenue

Swim

Tdephon* 8-6324

Suits

Beautiful tailored Mabs swim suits

By JOE WILLIAMSON
• ^
its best to blow both teams off their

UNION OIL
PRODUCTS

1 and 2 piece
Models

In First Track Meet

Orsi's

times and distances set during the meet.
Although won by Pacific, the en events, each In fairly good or ex
tire event was dominated by Modes- ceptional time. The first event of
toman Shaffer, who won three the meet was the high hurdles,

which was won by that versatile
(See Track Meet, page 4, col. 4)

ICE
SKATING
EVERY

1910 Pacific AT*.

Afternoon

FAITRY and DELICATESSEN
Always Dslidons
Always Asady
Orsi's Hsady-Csoksd roods

Evening

Open Evenings and Sundays

2:30-5.-00
7:30-10:39

STOCKTON

ICE RINK

King's

for smooth fit.

•8"
SMITH AND LANG

The Quality
Jeweler
PACIFIC AVENUE

For Navy and
Marine Men
Refreshments
on the
campus

Weet Weber crt Lincoln

in one and two piece models. Faggotting
separates bra. metal zipper in back makes

Headquarters

Rose
Pharmacy
ANYTHING EXCELLENT
IN DRUGS
Pacific Avenue

ijlie Gui
JfouAe
Operated by
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Off Mike

Semper Fidelis

(Continued from page 2)
By ELINOR SIZELOVE
far a record has been attained of
one loss and two wins. This can
SCHEDULE
Monday—Metronome Melodies 5:15 be attributed to the spirit and hard
Tuesday—Children's Hour
5:15 work of such participants as: Sid
Walker; Bob Thomas; Dick OrWednesday—Voice of Darkness..
10:00 mond; Earl Straine; Dick Owen; A1
Thursday—Pacific Musicale. ... 5:15 N i e l s e n ; G o r d o n M e d l i n ; B o b
Friday—Experimental Theatre 4:15 Vance; Jim Oliver; Milt Samis;
Saturday—Sports Review
3:15 Jack Taylor; and R. Smith. With
enthusiastic optimism they predict
Alternates
Monodrama—Friday
4:15 victory over the Navy barracks.
Town, and Barracks "B."
MELODIES!
Tomorrow climaxes an end for
Listening in to Metronome Melo
dy time, 5:15 Monday afternoon, the ware-worn greens, as the uni
found Lucy Harding announcing a form of the day. In their place will
gay and sparkling musical show appear, once again, two pockets,
khaki. To most of us
This week featured the Girls' Trio tight fitting
singing "Brazil" and a piano ar this is a sigh of relief, remembering
the customary polishing of belts,
rangement of "Malaguena."
searching for emblems to decorate
STUDIO ORCHESTRA
the blouses, and everlasting clean
But from now on out Lucy and
ing bills. To others, this change
Casey Ruggerie the co-producers of
brings to light new obstacles that
Melody Time are going to have an
must be encountered, such as:
eight-piece orchestra to play. It will
pressed trousers, daily changes, and
be known as the Metronome Melo
polished belt buckles. However,
dy Orchestra and will be used ex
once more, the Army will have to
clusively on this show only. Hey—
contend with the mistaken concept
really swell kids! We'll be listenin'.
of Marines, in khaki, for being sol
SPORTS
diers.
Philip Drieci and Charlie Davis
Wednesday nights are curdling to
have a new sports program which
will be broadcast every Saturday af the blood thrilling screams of the
ternoon. Last Saturday the boys Voice of the Demon of Darkness.
broadcast from Baxter Stadium the A different episode and plot is pre
track meet with Modesto J. C. (we sented each week at ten o'clock, at
won incidentally!). From now on the expense of Jim Oliver and Bob
all games and track meets will be Vance in their local production of
covered in person with the mike and thrills and chills. Remember, every
our two C.O.P. sports commenta Wednesday night, a sample of hor
ror from the campus studio!
tors.
Bill "Dutch" Milhaupt wishes to
WELL—?
announce to the Marines on cam
Seems a few of the Marine Corps
pus that his sport-shop will be open
students, some a little perturbed
in the near future for an auction of
and others not a little elated, were
equipment. For new-comers, take
interested in the reaction of last
highway 99 until you approach un
week's criticism about a certain
derpass number four. Golf-clubs,
"noble" character—a gentle hint (?)
tennis-rackets, football-shoes, and
was all that was needed! Now if
other necessities of the sporting
we could just get L. G. to do the
field will be put on array.
same— ? ?!!
of
KGDM starting this week. It's
SPARS HAVE SHOW
A new Wednesday afternoon show a weekly serial show about two
originates at the downtown studios girls who enlist in the Spars and
their fortunes thereafter. Lucy
Harding and Vera Broder will por
tray the two Spars and Patsy Cur
tis will be the director.
STARR STARS
Roger Starr gets our nomination
this week for having a terrific voice
for radio. Ever listen to him?
Jewelry for the Service
Wish we could encourage him to
take an interest in Radio Drama!
Man and Co-ed
AN AUDIENCE?
No kidding though—it would be a
lot more fun if we knew more of
Main Street
you guys and gals tuned in once in
a while and we were talking to
you!—See you next week.

Track Meet

Sports Log
(Continued from

page 3)

York Yankees in their daily pregame workouts—Bad news hit the
campus Tuesday with the announce
ment that Chief King had received
orders to report to the Alameda Air
Station. King is one gent around
here who really knows his way
around Sports circles. We have yet
to see a sport in which he doesn't
excel—Here comes grunt and groan
week again, as those much dreaded
strength tests are next on the cal
endar.

Bond Booth
(Continued from page 1)
group on the campus, who have had
all their girls purchase at least a
ten-cent stamp, giving the house a
full 100% for the week.
COMMITTEES
The committee of representatives
from the various women's living
groups and societies are as follows:
Virginia Kurtzweil ( Cooperative
House ), Mary Alice Yelland (Zetagathean Club), Jean Hunter (TauGamma), June Wilde (Women's
Hall), Mary Jane Yardly (Alpha
Theta Tau), Jeanne Hall (Epsilon
Lambda Sigma), Gerry Kerr (Tau
Kappa Kappa), and Betty Ratherty
(Manor Hall).
NEW GOAL
In addition to the duties imposed
by the bond booth, this committee

(Continued from page 3)
athlete in 15:2, which is very good
time for this early in the season.
Later he led the quarter-milers
around the oval in 52.2 seconds,
and finished the day by winning the
220 low hurdles and running a 220
in the mile relay.
Dudley Wolford threw the jav
elin 155 feet 6 inches, which, along
with C/Sp Schindler's high jump of
5 feet 11 inches was the best other
time turned in during the meet.

Bangor Gains
(Continued from

of which he was chairman
year.
WIDELY PUBLISHED
At the present time Dr
is probably the most wi(je,
lished" member of the p«.'
ulty. In 1940 his "The
Social Gospel In American a
tflntisrn"
wna mihlioL-j
'I
tantism" was
published
since received w i d e
Cel.
throughout the country.
Of it John C. Bennett sai(
Mile
run—Brown
(P): Hedges What we have long needed
(M): Ferrebouf (P); Time, 4:50.
100-ynrtl dash — Silva (P); Reiss count of the Social Gospel
(P); Smith <P)i Time, 10.2.
both comprehensive in sty
440-vard Dash—Shaffer (M): Ev
ans (P); Coats (P); Time, 52.2.
thorough in documentation
120-yard
High
Hurdles. Shaffer
(M): Payne <P): Williamson <P); ture students of the subject m
Time, 15.2.
this book a gold mine."
SSO-vard
run—Ring<M); Corn
John Haynes Holmes said
wall (P); Brown (P): Time, 2:12.
220-yard dash—Silva
(P): Reiss
The author writes with claritj
(P); Thomson (M); Time, 23.0
220
Low
Hurdles—Shaffer
(M); charm, He can with equal
Keefe (P): Alexander (P); time, 25.8
sketch a personality, analj-J^.
Two mile run—Hedges (M); Lan
ier (P): Horton (P)i time 11:30
book, describe a convention
Pole Vault—Zimin (M) A Woiforil
accuracy, so far as I have bee
(P): Johnson <P): 10'6".
Javelin — Wolford
(P): Domenito check it, is empeccable, his JLt
chinj (P); Hedges (>I)i 155'0".
Shot Put—Lutz (P); Gardner (M): of material enormous, his jm
I'rhan ( unattached i: 37'11".
sound."
Broad Jumii—Smith (P): Johnson
(P): Davis tP) & Pinky (P): 20'S'/_.". NATIONAL RECOGNITION'
Discus — Gardner
(M):
DomeniThis book, the first
of its
ehini (P): Pelierin (P): 116'9".
High
Jum() — Srhindler
(unat
ever to be wirtten, is notached): Stoboner (P); Adams (P)
si):
«S Payne (P); 5'11".
used in American colleges aaj
The
versities. In content it is di
ph
was organized to bring new ideas mainly to tracing the joint1
® m
and suggestions toward helping in opment of Christianity and the
the war effort at the college.
cial gospel from the close o!
The goal for this semester has Civil War in 1865 up to 1915.
been set at $500 a week.
(To be continued next wed
a

Friedberger's

Norman Higgins

Sftmllak liooti***

Alert
Cleaners

Shell Products
Tire and Battery
Service

•
Sibley E. Bush

EXPERT LAUNDRY
SERVICE
Phone 7-7888

2117 Pacific AT®,

Phones 3-0604
2302 Pacific Ave.

The marvelous fabric spjings hack to fresh
newness overnight. In Planned Patterns...to
go with whatever you wear. $1 each. Botany
Regence Ties, $1.50. Also available in official
Army, Navy and Marine shades, 44 civilian
solid tones, and sixty authentic Tartans.

GRAND
ICE
CREAM
I* spite of curtailments we wiU still be
»ble to offer suggestions for yow desserts.
•
PHONE 7-70S5

1920 PACIFIC AVENUE

Bravo &

M
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LEDGING CEREMONIES
IELD TUESDAY

Cundiff, Rockwell
Betrothed

A miniature engagement ring at
tached to a paper heart bearing the
inscription "Betrothed, Doris and
Rocky" revealed the first news of
Horrall, Vallejo; Barbara Merrell, the engagement of Doris Cundiff
last
rblS
mpd With informal
teas, Helen Graham, Santa Cruz; Mary and "Rocky" Art Rockwell to the
,hc ,o™*'
Salbach, San Leandro; Charlotte members of Tau Kappa Kappa last
°f »nce dinners." Silence pe- Mercereau, San Jose; Mary Henley, week.
^ended from 8:30 Friday ev- San Andreas; Betty Broder, Fol
The announcement was made at
immediately after the din- som; Dorothy Gelatt, Los Gatos;
dinner last Thursday by the hostess
' until Tuesday, April 18, when Virginia Cheney, Burlingame; Mari
of the evening, Laurie Marshall
lyn Johnson, Merced; Frances when she discovered the news un
''bidding took place.
Nancy Bachmann, San der her dessert plate.
rhe following girls pledged Tau Brunton,
Kappa: Marjory Carey, Shir- Francisco; Sally Fenton, Isleton.
Further announcement was re
'PDuggas. Sacramento; Pat Corvealed when housemother, Mrs. Al
' Kae Bell, Bakersfleld; Janice
ice Gardner, carried a silver tray
tier linden; Elinor Pohl, Marie
of
individual boxes wrapped in
(Continued
from
page
1)
rtden Carson City. Nevada; VirLv'don, Vallejo, Dorothy Light- that call slips will be presented at white tissue paper and tied with
Bettie McGuire, Lois Butter- the downstairs desk instead of at pink ribbon. When the girls opened
M San Diego; Jackie Geyer, the upstairs desk as in the past. All their boxes they found the tradi
Umond; Jurine Jungeblut, Bet- borrowed books' are also to be re tional chocolates and a white card
with gold bells bearing inscriptions
Declusin, Lodi; Jean Cruick- turned to the downstairs desk.
of
individual jingles.
nk Modesto; Virginia Huntley,
The combination of the reserve

Library

^alton- Dorothy Anne Peterson, books is just the first of several
°L.ed
L u c i l l e C o t t o n , M a r y changes that are to be made soon,
chlink Joan Welton, Lena Baciga- according to Miss Potts. The chang
es have been made possible by the
loe Stockton; Bessie Rogers, Lind
June Mangini, San Francisco. recent enlargement of the regular
The following girls pledged Epsi- library staff which has made a larg
Lambda Sigma: Betty Kuechler, er and better division of duties pos[argaret Lou Yost, Virginia Grin- sible.

Dorisedna Forslund, Jean Marie
mold, Stockton; Nadine Walsh,
inden; Faye Muller, Marilynne
lurger.' Oakland; Beverly Byrne,
ianta Cruz; Dee Keyton, Folsom;
'at Phillips, Berkeley.
r

NEW MEMBER
The most recent addition to the
staff is Mrs. Gertrude Piper, who
came here, in March after extensive
work at the University of California
library. She now has charge of the
circulation of books hero.
Other members of the staff are
Miss Potts, acting librarian, Mrs
Grace Olson, reference librarian
and Mrs. Birdella Laughlin, 'cata

The following girls pledged Alt Theta Tau: Marie Arbios, Viria Carter, Jeanette Morrison,
Tgy Fronefield, Maria Dickinson,
ity Manthey, Marilyn Dinibulo,
,ckton; June Wilde, Viola Burres,
iramento; Marilyn Dow, Joyce loguer.

The Wonder
three forty east main

Comes Summer s Sun—
You Want

SHORTS

See our collection of marvelously clever shorts in
the gayest of colors ..

of materials ever—denim

young styles—you'll need
lots of them!

Formal "Preference Dinners"
were held in each of the three so
rority houses last Friday evening,
April 14, from six until eight-thirty
O'clock. This was the concluding
function of the two-week rushing
season here on campus.

Alpha Theta Tau

That's Life

Charles A.
Haas
Jewelers
We Specialize

IfollanJl 9ce & Quel Go•.
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT

LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Tel. 6-6966
830 S. Calif
Stockton

in
Identification

2.25 to 5.95

Mark End of Rushing

Life of Coeds

linen, strutter cloth, seer
sucker, gabardine. Tricky

Preference Dinners

Elaborating on the theme "Roof
Garden," guests found themselves
in an impressionistic skyroom, with
the ceiling studded with silver stars.
Blue spotlights shone on pillars en
twined with vines, flowers,
and
palms. The program consisted of
individual songs sung by Phyllis
Epsilon Lamda Sigma
Wraith and Betty McConnell, a pi
The theme of the evening "Night ano number by Ruth Ellen Tutton,
and Day" was first indicated to the and a reading by Miss Vera Broder.
rushees when they were greeted by
Barbara Goodwin was General
members attired in black and white Chairman, and her committees in
formals. An alcove in the living cluded the following: Lois Tumulty,
Later in the evening, to extend room formed the background for
Sally Silbaugh, Mary Jane Yardley,
the news to his buddies, "Rocky the program. Tall white candles,
Janet Gosling, Mary Ann Ahearn,
invited his pals over to the house surrounded at the base with gar
Betty Ferrari, Peggy Reedy, Peg
where he passed the traditional ci denias, were placed on white pil
gy Roth, June Day, LaVergne Sevgars and the girls served refresh lars gracing either side of the bar
erin, Betty Holt and Marilyn Padulments.
on which were traced the Greek
la.
*
""
letters Epsilon Lambda Sigma in
Doris's home is in Reno, Nevada,
gardenias. Blue floodlights, shining Tau Kappa Kappa
where she graduated from the lo"Club Kappa" written in neon
through potted palms, . against the
cal'grammar and high school. Now
white cord backdrop formed an ex lights above the doorway of the so
a sophomore, she is an English ma
otic setting for the interpretive rority house welcomed guests into
jor, and is active in her sorority
dance rendered by Lucy Harding as an atmosphere of soft lights illum
Tau Kappa Kappa.
"Night" and Sayy Rinehart as inating the tables arranged to give
"Rocky" Rockwell is from Modes "Day." Ruth Bath sang a "blues" space to the "floor show," at which
to, California, and has served four song and LaVerne Carpenter, in a Pearl Steiner acted as the MC. An
teen months overseas as a Marine black and white satiri costume, gave orchestra composed of Claire Wilkins, violinist; Jane Scott, baritone
Sergeant in Guadalcanal and New a tap dance.
player; and Kay Secara, piano, ac
Zealand. He is now a member of
Marcella Dobrasin, as General companied Frances Crozier who
the V-12 training program on the
Chairman of the evening, included sang torch songs, and Betty Jean
Pacific campus.
in her committees the following Hull who presented an interpretive
No definite plans have been made members: Jackie Newcomb, Betty dance. Alta McClintock gave a
for the wedding due to the uncer Hogan, Inez Knutson, Jeanne Da
reading.
tainty of military orders.
vis, Carolyn Smythe, Lucy Harding
Anita Perry was General Chair
Sally Rinehart, Wilma Meyers, Ruth man of the evening and she was
Bath, Fanchon Leeker, Becky Ro- assisted by the following members;
set, Ruth Staples, Helene HaabesAva June Colliver, Betty Jean Hull,
land. Marian Smith, Jean Beaton,
Katherine
Mealer, Earlene Waters,
(Continued from page X)
Beatrice Berlander, Jane Skinner,
jerry Kerr, Kay Secara, Grace
and Betty Holt dressed in red, white Dorothy Emigh, June Cooley, and
Dickman.
and blue, who as a trio sang "Oh, Pat Barrett.
Johnny," "Wait For Me Mary,
virtue of the fact that we have an
and "Alexander's Ragtime Band"
advantage not afforded to others.
introduced the 1917 period. A pa
It consequently behooves us to do
(Continued from page 6)
triotic dance number also illustrated
upon which the next fellow builds. what we can for those others while
this period.
That's progress. From one individ we're here.
The 1944 woman student was por ual to the next for the benefit of so
No, it wouldn't do to go around
trayed by Miss Donna Perrott, who ciety as a whole.
talking like this constantly. Nor is
sang "Shoo, Shoo, Baby." A playlet
There is no definite or satisfac it even advisable to call it up into
depicted the 1944 coeds voicing their
tory answer to the question of why the realm of the conscious too often.
disgust with gas, meat and men
it should be one person rather than
Tuck it in back of your mind and
shortages and philosophizing on our
another. For satisfaction in this look into the cool ponds, enjoy
right to be in college.
realm some people turn to the Bi them, that bigger ponds may at long
ble, some to other people, and some last also become pacific.
simply don't turn. That is another
That's what the kid who went
strictly individual matter.
down in the battle of the highway
Nor is there a proveable answer
asks; that's what his fraternity bro
to the question of why we were put
ther flat on his back is pleading.
here. But this is obvious. By very

plain or striped or checked
in the grandest array

BLAINE PETERSON, Editor

Bracelets

Grant at Weber Ave.

Dial 2-0220

Plumbing With A Smile

MILLER-HAYS CO.
MJUM

Serrbe Oollaga at tt»e Pacific .
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Sympathy
Doc Stanford Backs Attack For In
The students and the faculty of
the College of the Pacific and the
Maqazines For Our
Boys
Stockton Junior College wish to ex
nx r 1
tUn

An appeal has come from Dr. E. Stanford of the science depart
ment. No explanation need be made; the following letter speaks
eloquently:
.
"My dear Lucy, There is a matter in which I should like to invoke
the power of the press in so far as it may be at your command. The
Stockton Ordnance Depot has a plan of sending used magazines to
gether with auto parts, tools, equipment and so forth, which it ships
to various parts of the world, par Colliers, etc. 2. Reader's Digest, of

tend their sincerest sympathies to
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Lutz and family
upon the loss of their son, Charles
Lutz.
Charles, a V-12 trainee at the Uni
versity of New Mexico was recently
killed in an automobile accident. He
was a former member of Alpha
ticularly those in the Pacific The almost any date. 3. Life and other Kappa Phi Fraternity and was also
atre (not the Little Theatre). Some illustrated magazines, preferably a V-12 trainee here on campus.
of the faculty have been bringing in rather recent. 4. Time and similar
magazines for this purpose which publications of the current year. 5. DR., Eleanor, or Fulton Lewis, Jr.,
I have been taking down to the Standard magazines, a class diffli- as they do not endorse any product.
Ordnance Base. Some mention of cult to define. Usually there is a col
the project has been made in vari ored picture of a whisky bottle DELIVER THEM
Magazines may be left with me
ous classes, but I should rather like on the back cover. 6. Bang, bang,
to see something in the Weekly in bang Westerns and other pulp per at 203 Weber Hall, in the Division
dicating what is going on in the en iodicals. These should amuse the Office, 109 Weber Hall, or delivered
to the student's favorite professor
deavor to enlist a wider support boys who have seen real fighting.
(with instructions).
among the student body.
I do not know what they carry on
The librarians and the Library
DESIRABLE COVERS
the back cover.
Committee are most anxious that
Among the sort of magazines
The above views as to useful?
which I should think would be par ness are not necessarily those of C.O.P. library magazines be not do
ticularly desirable include the fol the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, F. nated. (I think this is no joke.
There have been recently an unu
lowing: 1. Saturday Evening Post,
sual number of disappearances of
much needed magazines from the
Library racks and files.)
Yours cordially,
War brings many evils, and one of the worst—and the most
E. E. Stanford"
detrimental to the durable peace that we insist we are fighting

Race Hatred .

for—is the great wave of race hatred that is now sweeping
through the country with increasing strength as the war pro
gresses.
How often are heard, even here on Pacific's campus, such
remarks as "Blow every German off the earth! Blast Japan
off the map!" "Exterminate both races, and the world would
be better off."
REVENGE
Such hatreds can breed only one thing—a flaming desire
for revenge. And if these feelings persist and grow in the fu
ture years of the war as they have in the past, the vengeance
that will be reflected at the peace table will draft, not a peace,
but a second Treaty of Versailles, that will differ from the first
only in its added viciousness, cruelty, and harshness, and in
the greater exactness that it will place upon defeated peoples.
On such a settlement an enduring peace can never be founded.
It can bring only a temporary essation of hostilities.
Vice President Henry A. Wallace struck home in 1942 when
he said, "Those who write the peace must think of the whole
world. There can be no privileged peoples," and, "The peace
must mean a better standard of living for the common man, not
merely in the United Nations, but also in Germany, Italy, and
Japan."
UNIVERSAL HAPPINESS
A peace settlement that is to be successful must be based on
a sincere desire for universal happiness, for only in a contented
and prosperous world can we ourselves find the security and
peace for which we are searching. A treaty that seeks revenge
must inevitably have a dual result—a temporary peace enforced
by the might of the victors, followed by a more vicious war
than ever two or three generations hence.
PETTY HATREDS
Yet if this whole war with its tremendous list of casualties
is not to be just one more turn in the endless, vicious circle of
war, victory, revenge, and counter-revenge that has been op
pressing countless civilizations through all the known history of
man, we, as one of the leaders of the United Nations, must now
be intelligent enough to exert over our spontaneous emotions
the reason with which we have been endowed as human be
ings. We must think, act, and speak with the future and not
merely the present in mind. We must be big enough to lay aside
our petty hatreds for the greater bargain of the common, and
thus our own, good.
Betty Hogan

Editor
fe-asinees Manager. .

Lucy Harding
Jeanne Davie

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,
While reading the Pacific Weekly
I have been very interested in a
Beef, as you so beautifully put it,
that has been progressing about the
price of the Student Body Cards.
Among the most interesting things
to learn was that the cards were
selling for $2.50 less than when 1
was in college.
SOUR GRAPES
The remarks made by the "Civi
lian" in the March 31 edition sounds
like a case of sour grapes rather
than the words of true Pacificite.
I haven't any idea as to the year in
college that student may be in, but
I feel sure that he has not been very
long on our campus. No person
that really thinks of Pacific as we
who have left her, cojild write such
a complaint.
ORDERED
He mentioned that the service fel
lows have only to pay $5.00 for their
cards. Does this person realize that
everyone of those boys were ORD
ERED to the campus by the Navy,
they had no choice of what college
they would attend. I have no doubt
that those fellows pay the fee with
alot less complaint than do the civi
lian members of the Student Body.
Yet this person and every student
like him came to the College of Pa
cific because they chose it as their
college. It seems to me that as long
as it was his choice he should be
willing to pay almost any price to
make sure Pacific comes through
this war in the best way possible.
Privilege

Does this complainer know what
the alumni pay for membership?
Maybe you could bring this to his
CUioc'tded CoSeftiote Prow
attention. Upon graduation most
Associate Editor
Nancy Kaiser Pacificites are willing to plunk out
Make-up Editor
Joe Williamson $50.00 for the privilege of being a
life member in his college. And
Sports Editor
Jack Sullivan
when I say privilege I mean privi
Society Editor
Elaine Peterson lege, there are no benefits derived
Columnists: Pearl Steiner, Don Westover, Joe Williamson, Frances from that fee.
Crozier, Jack Sullivan, Flo Strand, Elinor Sizelove.
It souiyds to me that Pacific's spi
Reporters: Nancy Grant, Ruth McLemore, Elaine Peterson, Betty rit isn't even a war time replica of
Hogan, Elinor Sizelove, Sally Silbaugh, Iris Scribner, Jean MacNeill, what it used to be.
> tdi Fischer, Charles Cook.
An Alumnus
Mtmbex
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Dear Editor:
I was pleased to see the problems
of college chapel raised so pointedly
in your recent "Weekly" editorial.
T, showed that the whole issue de-

serves the open and free considera
tion which your writing illustrated.
While my inclinations might be
By PEARL STEINEg
to argue against your propositions,
This week has flooded the
nevertheless I think you have a
M with sunshine, the gar^
pus
point. And I am most eager to have|
the help of any students who are have flooded the lawns with
sincerely concerned about the chap and the ambling students are j,
ed with wonder.
el.
Wonder that
tnat there
tnere can ^
Rather than discuss the editorial
as such, may I mention three an spot as beautiful as this in the m '
of a world at war. Wonder !|
gles?
one young Pacificite went do*,,
STUDENTS' FAULT
the battle of the highway whiie
First, if the chapel proceedings other lies flat on his back te®^
lack that genuine substance the stu arily crippled. We wonder whlc^
dents need, it is partly the students- tougher; the war of life or the,
own fault. We .have been trying of death.
since November, through official
As we look at our reflection,,
channels, to get a student board
,/v lonnl
n>n
the
local oamnnq
campus nonHa
ponds we
made up of representatives from
what local campus personality, ,,
the living groups, to determine pol
alter the fate of greater pond, ^
icies for the services, to keep a live
the people who sail on
ly "ear to the ground" and to act
whose fate depends upon the n%
according to student mandates. If
rial shipped on those ponds.
you really want bread instead of a
All this amazement leads us t,
stone, then get your house repre
sentatives on that chapel board, and the fundamental question of
instruct them to speak for your real ther or not the fate of the indivjj
honest-to-goodness under - the - skin ual is significant.
spiritual needs. That is my direct
For years we have been broojfc
challenge to all chapel critics who to believe that the individual
stand on the outside and throw Important. This lesson has broup,
stones. It extends as well to the serious consequesces in the adjoj
Tuesday services, and in that case, ment to the completion of the H
the committee is open to all com son; to the realization that the $
ers.
dividual IS important, but only -

That's Life,
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so far as he can contribute to tit
WAVERING SUPPORT
W
Second, the College of the Pacific, greater whole.
ill
I believe, is most anxious to have
His influence#is enhanced by Hi pac
the chapel become the. fountain- fact that he is a social being an: ' »
head of religious questing on the as such influences others than him duo
campus. It has for many reasons self.
lis
moved but slowly in the direction
It should be a source of joy, nt: Geo
of institutionalizing religion on this grief, that when one of us drops It
campus, or even in assigning facul out of line there is constantly an 10
ty responsibility on a permanent ba other ready to take over.
Al
sis; for instance, lack of faculty
l!
Nothing one person ever does b 10
leadership circumvents the possibil
ity of a well-organized student choir really lost. It forms a foundatta Ul
for Sunday.
But the main reason is that stu
dent support is so phlegmatic and
wavering. Now if your plea for wor
ship that eases heart aches and an
swers soul questions is accurate, let
us see a student uprising to demand
from the administration that the
chapel be given the same leadership
and concern that goes into any ther area of college activity. Provi
sion is made for the care of the
phisical plant and ist constant im
provement; very little for the stu
dents' use of the plant. Again, if
the students indicate they mean
business in wanting help for their
religious needs, the college. I am
confident, will respond.
Third, several good friends have
pointed out that another reason the
chapel lacks grit is that, through
lack of intelligent publicizing, the
congregations are small and unim
pressive. Can you help us on that?
I missed the Chapel Calendar in last
week's issue, for we had been told
it was to be a regular feature. It
was unfortunate that it should be
omitted from the issue nearest Holy
Week and the issue carrying your
editorial. All week I have had to
apologize for its omission. We need
more suggestions. Again, and in the
long run, it is up to the students
to put this thing over.
UP TO LIVING GROUPS
The living groups are in the best
position to do it, but so far they
seem to miss their opportunity. The
girls are best able to interest the
trainees in, the chapel. The stu
dents can even help interest the
faculty in chapel. We still hear of
servicemen who do not know where
the chapel Is, or if there Is one
Vou may be sure of this: the most
assured way to get strength and
help and bed-rock religious reality,
to get an integrated view of relig
ious faith, is to get a sustaining con
gregation of students, up in the hun
dreds, who enthusiastically, regular
ly and methodically attend the serv
Ices, who bring ever increasing cir
cles nf their friends, and thus com

(See THAT'S LIFE, page 5, col t
municate to preachers and those ii
charge the ultimatum that "you bet
ter have something real to say t
us, because if you don't, we'll ta<to get it elsewhere."
WHAT HAVE I DONE?
Let each student ask himsell
How many from my living grot.'
have I been bringing to chapel «:
me, Tuesday and Sunday?
have I done to help promote its"
terests? Why don't I volunteer to
a choir? Does my house have
K z-j. J.„
live wire elected
to 4-Via
the Slind
Sundt!
chapel board, and someone whosiin on the Tuesday committee? I*
we tell that person what we nee
most in chapel? Have we contf^
uted our share in suggestions, cot
structive proposals, and active P8ticipation in the services? Do
have the attitude that it is ®
service, and not just something
me to take "or leave as it suits
fancy?
KEEP ASKING
If you want (as I do)
services that fill the sanctuary
questing students and faculty ^
you want (as I do) a Sunday &
ice replete with vested Pr0Ces\.
al choir, seated in the chancel,
quate, challenging, prepared p
ers, an inspirational ennobling - ^
ice, a congregation of hundr S|^
eluding townspeople, students^
friends, in what is perhaps the ^
worshipful sanctuary in this ^
plus the priceless attrib
friendliness and cordiality fol 0 .
the service,—if this is honestly ^
we want, then the formula s
pie: keep asking the question ^
asked in the editorial, and 'e ,fbacked up by evidence of s
demand and support.
this year,
At one time wis
ycai, it was^• p
iously proposed that the chap ^
locked and qlosed because t « ,
dents had no need or inter'1
What do you say to that?
Sincerely,
Hollis Hayward,
S.C.A. Executive Secret®'

